
Duo Sorolla 
Programs for 2022 – 2023 

Subject to change and availability. Requests will be considered. 
 

Forgotten Classics 

A showstopping selection of works that deserve 

to be heard next to those by the well known 

greats! This recital program features works 

from the Americas, Europe, and Asia. 

Constantino Gaito, Ethel Smyth, Franz Liszt, Frederic 

Chopin, Fazil Say, Toru Takemitsu 

 

Spanish/French 

Cuisine 

Perhaps the most imitated national styles, 

composers from France and Spain brought 

unique flavor to their music that didn’t exist 

elsewhere in Europe. These are passionate and 

fragrant works that awaken our emotions. 

Joaquin Nin, Francis Poulenc, Gabriel Faure, Joaquin 

Rodrigo, Nadia Boulanger, Claude Debussy,  

Isaac Albeniz 

 

Britain and America 

The musical connection between America and 

Britain runs very deep and this program sheds 

light on how interconnected these artistic 

communities have remained up to the present 

time.  

Frank Bridge, Leonard Bernstein, Lukas Foss, Ethel 

Smyth, Joan Tower, Benjamin Britten 

 

Blazing Trails 

Masterworks by composers from diverse 

backgrounds whose artistry paved the way to 

success for future generations. 

George Walker, Joan Tower, Igor Stravinsky,  

Andrea Casarrubios, Clara Schumann 

Russian Ethos 

Some of the most beautiful, most heartfelt 

repertoire written in the 20th Century came 

from the Soviet composers who lived through 

tumultuous times. The inspiration that emerged 

from their experiences has been left to us in 

these extraordinary works. 

Dmitri Shostakovich, Sergei Prokofiev,  

Igor Stravinsky, Mieczyslaw Weinberg 

 

Beethoven and his 

Legacy 

Beethoven’s cast a long shadow through time 

but his Sonatas opened the door for creative 

minds in future generations to make the genre 

their own.  

Lera Auerbach, George Walker,  

Ludwig van Beethoven, Franz Schubert 

 

South American Tour 

Among the most significant and neglected 

works come to us from south of our border. 

These composers offer breathtaking glimpses 

into a musical tradition right under our noses! 

Gabriela Lena Frank, Constantino Gaito,  

Manuel Ponce, Heitor Villa-Lobos,  

Juan Pablo Contreras 

 

 


